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Our video surveillance and access control solutions have 
earned SAFETY Act designations from the U.S. Department  
of Homeland Security, delivering exceptional image detail  
and powerful system control to help ensure fan safety and  
the ability to quickly respond to events.

More Coverage, Fewer Cameras
Avigilon surveillance cameras, including our industry-leading 
7K (30 MP) camera, allow you to cover wider areas with fewer 
cameras, making it possible to lower installation, licensing, 
and maintenance costs.

Superior Protection 
Exceptional imaging provides the detail you need to enhance 
screening, while self-learning video analytics notify operators 
of events that may need further investigation.

Powerful Search
Avigilon Control Center (ACC) video management software 
with Avigilon Appearance Search™ technology help operators 
quickly locate a specific person or vehicle of interest across  
an entire site.

Support Investigations
Ability to build robust video evidence and create a powerful 
narrative of events in a single export file to support 
investigations.

Manage Bandwidth for High-Definition Video
Avigilon High Definition Stream Management (HDSM)™ 
technology minimizes bandwidth, allowing you to view 
camera views of the bowl on a single screen—even  
on a laptop.

Avigilon Control Center (ACC) Video 
Management Software  
Allows quick and easy review of live or 
recorded video with a simplified screen layout, 
intuitive controls and self-learning video 
analytics. Also features Avigilon Appearance 
Search technology to help you detect, verify, 
and act on potentially critical events.

Access Control Manager (ACM) System   
Works together with ACC™ software to produce 
action-based alarms, and notifications so you 
can respond quickly to events.

H4 HD Pro Camera Line  
Covers vast areas while delivering exceptional 
image detail to zoom in, helping to identify and 
quickly respond to potential security events.

H4 HD Bullet Camera Line  
24/7 coverage with built-in infrared illumination 
and self-learning video analytics technology.

Network Video Recorders (NVRs) 
Come pre-configured and pre-installed with 
ACC™ software for quick deployment, capacities 
from 3–137 TB in RAID 5/6 configurations,  
and optional long-term video storage  
expansion kits. 

For more information, asksales@avigilon.com

Avigilon, a Motorola Solutions company, designs, develops  
and manufactures video, video analytics, artificial intelligence
solutions, network video management software and hardware,
surveillance cameras and access control solutions.

• 24/7 technical support by phone or online chat
• Complimentary software training
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